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Colette helps empaths,
entrepreneurs and creatives get

their magic back. 

Booking Inquires

Colette shares her real, raw, and slightly risqué personal story to engage her
audiences and demonstrate confidence in the face of challenge. She invites each
listener to gain a new understanding of themselves (and others) so they can
relate more effectively. As a result her audiences feel less anxious and more
connected and are able to focus once again on their personal desires and
purpose-fueled goals. 

Miss Davenport is devoted to facilitating conversations about intimacy and
confidence. It's not uncommon for the listener to have a radical shift in
perspective, turning their problems into possibilities, allowing for meaningful and
fulfilling relationships with themselves, their partners, and families. 

Confidence, Communication, and Connection - What healthy people and
satisfying relationships have in common 

How to be a Badass: Turn Your Struggle into Your Superpower - Shine the light
on the shadows and be the badass you were born to be 

From Crisis to Calling - How a tumor turned my life upside down and gave me
the confidence to talk about being a Sexual Empath 

Awaken the Lover Within - A talk exclusively for super moms and boss ladies
who want to reignite their intimate relationships 

The Untapped Resource: How Empathy Increases Your Influence and Grows
Your Bottom Line - A new area of exploration for women in business 

Sex and Cash Flow - How these two seemingly unrelated things are connected
and why business owners need to pay attention

The following are talk topics Colette offers. Contact
us to discuss custom created expert-led conversations
for your group or company. 

LEADING THE CONVERSATION

ABOUT CONFIDENCE  

AND INTIMACY IN ALL

RELATIONSHIPS

No matter which  of Colette's talks or presentations
best fits the needs of your group or company, you
can expect these outcomes for all attendees:  

Engaged in new learning 

Energized and clear about the next step 

Centered and connected 

Awakened to deeper meaning 

Elevated communication skills 

Ability to relate to others 

Broadened perspective  
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"Colette was a integral and dynamic element to our G3 Women's Conference. Her energy, charisma,
passion, expertise and material was a vital part of our conference material. She has a very natural way
of connecting with women. Her material is important and needed in any relationship-- her tips,
thoughts, wisdom made a big impact on the women in the room. We highly recommend Colette--she
will change and impact your life in many ways."   
~Piper Abodeely, Co-Founder G3 Sonoma 

Colette is an intimacy + EQ expert, healer,

and teacher who helps people get clear,

confident, and connected at a soul-level so

they can stop struggling, start

communicating, and have the kind of love

and life they know is possible.  

“Friday was one of the most transformative moments of my life in the last few
years. Lots of permanent learnings, new thinking and more. My partner and I had
a great weekend of honesty, vulnerability, etc. We are working on a new marital
contract of shared adventures around who we both are today - not who we used
to be. So thank you x million!"  
~Justin Foster, Co-Founder Root + River, Speaker 

“While working with Colette I said, “we just uncovered more in this hour than I
have in the past five years of therapy.” If you want to be your true and honest
self, Colette will help you find YOU. This change has impacted my relationship
and my life tremendously on many levels.”  
~Cami Cobb, Mom and Wife 

“My husband and I reached out to Colette to help deepen and focus our
connection. Colette was exactly what we were looking for. We developed a
greater appreciation of our relationship and gained numerous tools to help us
strengthen our bond. Working with her has been unforgettable.” 
~Dorian Gray & Casey Smith, Kick-Ass Couple, Parents of 5 Kiddos
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